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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
María Ramírez has contributed to the dictionary with 11 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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colgarse hasta el molcajete
It is a phrase used to refer to the case in which a person, mainly female, uses too many accessories and jewelry in his
personal arrangementRosita was

cuzca
Woman of licentious conduct

de forma general
It is when you talk about a person, animal, article or subject, giving only general information or data without going into
specific detailsThe bi

ignorable
It is used to refer to a matter that can be ignored, so it may not be taken into account

invaluables
They are stocks or items so valuable that they cannot therefore be assigned a monetary value

jale
In general, it refers to work activity

la palabra mecate
A mecate is a rope, although of a certain thickness that is of that category, can be made of natural or synthetic fiber

me hace los mandados
It is used to minimize or disparage what another can do compared to what one does

presentimientos
Plural of foreboding, mentally viewing or visualizing an event before it occurs

sujeto y predicado
In a sentence the subject is the one who executes the action and the predicate is the actionJUAN SPEAK

tentona
Female tin, its use is colloquial and used to refer to the person who likes to touch other people, animals or things


